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ABSTRACT
In a number of instances the potential to manipulate the genes of Bacillus thuringiensis 
has become a reality. Within the past ten years much has been learned about the genetics 
and molecular biology of the organism and advances in gene manipulation and gene 
transfer technology have made possible the introduction and expression of foreign genes, 
including the B. thuringiensis entomocidal protein toxin, in transgenic organisms. The 
basic information about the toxin genes of B. thuringiensis has allowed investigators to 
combine the most desirable attributes and create arational biocide tailor-made for specific 
animal, human and plant protection applications with increased effective traits and an 
improved system for delivery to the target pest. The toxin genes have been cloned from 
more than 24 strains representing nine of the known subspecies, DNA and deduced amino 
acid sequences of the toxin from 13 strains are known, and possible regulatory 
mechanisms of gene expression have been described.

INSECTICIDAL CRYSTAL PROTEIN GENES HAVE BEEN CLONED FROM BACILLUS 
THURINGIENSIS ISOLATES TOXIC TO LEPIDOPTERAN, DIPTERAN, AND 

COLEOPTERAN INSECTS AND EXPRESSED IN OTHER BACTERIA
A number of the genes encoding the insecticidal crystal protein of B. thuringiensis have been cloned 
into Escherichia coli and in some instances into B. subtilis, B. megaterium, Pseudomonas fluores- 
cens, Clavibacter xyli and Agrobacterium tumefaciens. These gene cloning experiments in addition 
to curing, mating and hybridization studies have confirmed that the insecticidal crystal protein 
genes of the various subspecies of B. thuringiensis are in almost all cases plasmid-borne. The 
studies on localization of plasmid encoded insecticidal crystal protein genes using curing, 
transconjugal mating, hybridization and gene cloning methodology are summarized in Tables 1 and 
2. Table 1 also includes a list of the various subsp. of B. thuringiensis. The techniques used include 
a number of gene identification strategies and host-vector cloning systems. Verification of the 
cloned genes has been obtained by gene product analysis, e.g., reactivity with antibodies raised 
against B. thuringiensis crystal proteins and larvicidal activity. The cloned genes have been used as 
probes to localize the insecticidal crystal protein gene in the other subspecies in which there are 
extensive homologous DNA sequences. Gene identification has revealed that there are multiple 
heterogeneous copies of the protoxin gene in some of the subspecies.

The first insecticidal crystal protein gene to be cloned was isolated from the 
lepidopteran-killing strain, B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-1-Dipel, which is a variant of strain 
HD-1 and is the active ingredient of the commercial biocide Dipel (Schnepf and Whileley, 1981). 
Since then protein toxin genes have been cloned from more than 24 strains representing 9 of the 
known subspecies (see Table 2).

Generally, the cloning studies have revealed that the crystalline inclusions lethal to lepidoptera 
insects consists of a single protoxin polypeptide of about 130 kilodalton (Kdal) that is subsequently
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Localization o f plasmid encoded insecticidal crystal protein genes in Bacillus thuringiensis tai

H'S erotype subspecies
Reported plasmid (Mdal) location determined by:

References1Curmg/maring Hybridization/cloning
1 thuringiensis1 HD-2:(54),75; Berliner 1715:42,60,150; chr1; HD-2:54.57, 1-17

HD-225:110 chr, “F” :8,50; 3A :ll;H D -290:50 ,60 ,150
2 finitim us 98 98 18
3a alesti 105 120-150 2-4 ,10 ,17
3a,3b kurstaki HD -1:44,105,110-115; HD- HD-1:30,43-44,50.60.100.120,150, chr, HD-73:50,54; HD-172:50, ISO; HD-24450, 1-4.10-11.17,19-46

73:50; HD-7455; 150;
HD-263:44,60.110 HD-279:44.60 ,150

4a,4b sotto _ 40 10,17,30,47-48
4a ,4b dendrolimus chr 8
4a,4c kenyae - - -

5a,5b gallerias 130 150-160 2 ,4 .1 0 ,1 7 ,2 7 ,3 3
5a 5 c canadensis — - —

6 subtozicus 56,chr 8,30,34,49
6 enlomocidus 105 chr 3 ,50
7 aizffwai _ 7-29:45; IPL751;IC1:110 30,33,51-52,71
8a,Sb morrisoni - PG14:74,94,145,150 10,17,53-54
Sa.Sb tenebria nis/san die go - 90 55-57
8a ,8c ostriniae 68 — 3
8b,Sd mgeriensis - - -

9 tohvorthi 44.110 44-45,50-70,150 3. 10,17
10 darmstadiensis 65,70 47,50-60 3 ,10 ,58
l l a . l l b toumanoffi - 150 10.17
l l a . l l c kyushuensis - 60 ,chr 54,59
12 thampsoni 100 - 2 .4 ,1 7
13 pakistani - — -

14 israelensis 72-75 75 2-3,28,43.
60-70

15 dakota _ - -

16 indiana - _

17 tohokuensis _ - -

18 kumamotoensis - - -

19 tochigiensis - - -

20a,20b yunnanensis - - -

20a ,20c pondicheriensis - - -

21 colmeri 100-110 — 3
22 shandogiensis - - -

23 japontnsis - - -
- wuhanensis ■ — chr? 10,17
- fowleri - - -

’in some cases the ICP genes have been detected in the chromosome (chr).
^References: 1. Aronson et aL, 19S6; 2. Carlton and Gonzalez, 1984; 3. Carlton and Gonzalez, 1985a; 4. Carlton and Gonzales, 1985b; 5. Gonzalez et al., 1981; 6. Hofte et al., 1986; 7. 
Honigmanctal., 1986; 8. K lieret al., 1986; 9. Klier and Rapoport, 1984; 10. Kronstad etal., 1983; 11. Kronstad and Whiteley, 1986; 12. Lcreclus et al., 1984; 13. Mahillon et al., 1985; 
14. Mahillon cl al., 1987; 15. Wabiko etal., 1986; 16. Whiteley et al., 1985; 17. Whiteley and Schnepf, 1986; 18. Dcbro ctaL, 1986; 19. Adang et al., 1985; 20. Adang etal., 1987a; 21. 
Adang etal., 1987b; 22. Anonymous, 1987; 23. Barton etal., 1987; 24. Fischkoff etal., 1987; 25. Geiser etal., 1986; 26. Gonzalez and Carlton, 1982; 27. Gonzalez etal., 1982; 23. Gonzalez 
and Carlton, 1984; 29. Held et al., 1982; 30. Klicr et al., 1985; 31. Kondo et al., 1987; 32. Kronstad and Whiteley, 1984; 33. Lcreclus et al., 1982; 34. Lcreclus et al., 1985; 35. McUnden 
etal., 1985; 36. Obukowicz e tal., 1986a; 37. Obukowicz et al., 1986b; 38. Obukowicz et al., 1987; 39. Schnepf and Whiteley, 1981; 40. Schnepf and Whiteley, 1985; 41. Schncpf etal., 
1985; 42. Shivakumar et al., 1986; 43. Thome cl al., 1986; 44. Watrud et al., 1985; 45. Whiteley et al., 1984; 46. Wong et al., 1983; 47. Shibano et al., 1985; 48. Whiteley et al., 1981; 49. 
Padua etal., 1984; 50. Lcreclus etal., 1983; 51. Haider et aL, 1987; 52. O edaetal., 1987; 53. Earp and Ellar, 1987; 54. Sekar, 1987; 55. Hofte etal., 1987; 56. McPherson et al., 1988; 57. 
Sckar et al., 1987; 58. Ohbaand Aizawa, 1979; 59. Ncgamatsu et al., 1978; 60. Angsuthanasombat et al., 1987; 61. Bourgouin et al., 1986; 62. McLean and Whiteley, 1987; 63. Sekar and 
Carlton, 1985; 64. Waalwijk et al., 1985; 65. Ward and Ellar, 1983; 66. Ward et al., 1984; 67. Ward and Ellar, 1986; 68. Ward et al., 1986; 69. Ward and Ellar, 1987; 70. Ward and Ellar, 
1988; 71. Lereclus et al., 1989.
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degraded in the insect gut to about 60-70 Kdal (Wabiko et(al., 1986). Kronslad and Whiteley (1986) 
have grouped the lepidopteran-killing toxin protein genes of B. ihuringiensis subsp. kurstaki and 
subspecies ihuringiensis into three classes designated the “4.5-, 5,3- and 6.6 kb class” based on 
differences in length of Hind III restrict ion fragments containing the 5' ends of the insecticidal crystal 
protein genes.

It is known that the expression of the genes in B. Ihuringiensis begins at about stage II of 
sporulation (Bulla et al., 1980; Ward and Ellar, 1986; Wong et al., 1983) and synthesis continues 
until late sporulation. In B. sublilis expression of the lepidopteran-killing (and dipteran-killing) 
cloned protein toxin gene has been observed during vegetative growth (Shivakumar et al., 1986; 
Ward et al., 1986) and in E . coli the lepidopteran-killing protein gene o f B. ihuringiensis subsp. 
kurstaki HD-l-Dipel was expressed at all stages of growth (Wong et al., 1985). In several of the 
reports crystalline inclusions similar or identical in appearance to the inclusions produced by the 
parent strain were formed (e.g., in E. coli, B. sublilis, and B. megaterium) (Klier et al., 1982; Sekar 
and Carlton, 1985; Whiteley et al., 1987). The crystalline inclusion can account for 20 to 30% of 
the dry weight o f sporulated cells m B . ihuringiensis.

In cloning studies of the mosquitocidal crystal protein gene from B. Ihuringiensis subsp. 
israelensis, it appears that several different toxins are present and as shown in Table 2, several 
investigators have reported cloning and sequencing of a 26-28 Kdal protein gene (located on a 72-75  
Mdal plasmid) that is responsible for a generalized hemolytic/cy to lytic activity (Sekar, 1986; Tyrell 
et al., 1981; Visncret al., 1986). The gene for a 130 Kdal mosquitocidal crystal protein (also located 
on the 72-75 Mdal plasmid) has also been cloned and it has been shown that two non-identical 
copies of these genes are present in the same strain (Bourgouinct al., 1986; Ward and Ellar, 1988). 
One of the gene copies was sequenced and was found to have little homology with the genes coding 
for the lepidopteran-killing protein toxin. Thome et al. (1986) and Donovan et al. (1988a) have 
found that in close proximity to one copy of the 130 Kdal protein gene is a gene coding for a putative 
72 Kdal protein that has low toxicity for mosquito larvae. It is not known definitely whether the 72 
Kdal protein is identical to the 68 Kdal protein found in solubilized crystal preparations. Recently, 
Ward and Ellar (1988) cloned two homologous genes of B. Ihuringiensis subsp. israelensis into E. 
coli andB. sublilis which code for two 130Kdal mosquitocidal proteins, doublets that are often seen 
in protein extracts resolved on polyacrylamide gels.

There has been confusion as to which of the proteins found in solubilized crystal preparations 
are lethal to mosquito larvae and hemolytic/cytolytic, although the 26-28 Kdal protein seems to be 
responsible for the hemolytic activity. Davidson and Yamamoto (1984), Ward et al. (1984), and 
Armstrong et al. (1985) have reported that the 26-28 Kdal protein was responsible for the larvidical 
activity. Hurley et al. (1985) showed that a 65 Kdal protein was the mosquitocidal factor, and Wu 
and Chang (1985) reported that the toxic factor resides within the 130 Kdal protein, and also that 
toxicity involves the synergistic action of at least the two of the proteins (e.g. 130- and the 26-28 
Kdal protein). A synergistic action has also been proposed by Ibarra and Federici (1986). The 
evidence, however, seems to indicate that the 130 Kdal protein is the major mosquitocidal material 
(Angsuthanasombat et al., 1987; Bourgoin et al., 1986; Sekar and Carlton, 1985; Ward and Ellar, 
1988).

Angsuthanasombat et al. (1987), after cloning the 130 Kdal mosquitocidal protein gene, found 
that a 1.9 kb fragment of the 3.8 kb insert that coded for the 130 Kdal protein coded for a protein of 
65 Kdal. It has also been demonstrated that the 26-28 Kdal protein has homology with the 
corresponding C-terminal portion of the/i. ihuringiensis subsp. kurstaki'HDA  protein toxin (Thome 
et al., 1986).

A few other mosquitocidal strains of B. ihuringiensis have also been investigated and include B. 
ihuringiensis subspecies colmeri, kyushuensis, darmstadiensis 73-E -10 -2  and 73-E -10-16, mor- 
risoni PG-14 and aizawai IC1 (Haider et al., 1986; Ohba and Aizawai, 1979; Padua el al., 1980, 
1984). Additionally, a mosquitocidal protein of 65 Kdal (P-2 protein) has been identified in tire
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TABLE 2
Insecticidal crystal protein genes cloned fromBacUtus thuringiensis into other bacteria

Strain
Location1

Sequence
Subspecies designation Host reported Reference4

Toxic tolepidoptera

thuringiensis (berlinerl715) 42 Mdal, chr2 E. coti,
B. subtil is

Yes 1-7

HD-2 53,57 Mdal E. coli No 8-9
3A 11 Mdal E. coli No 10

kurslaki IID-l;Dipel 30,43,47,150 E. coli Yes 11-21,57
Mdal, chr, or B. subìHis 8,22-28
N.R.3 P.fluorescens 

A tumefaciens.
—

N.R. C. xyli subsp. 
cynodontis

HD-73;KTo 50,54 Mdal or E. coli, Yes 8,29-32
N.R. A tumefaciens

HD-244 50 Mdal E. coli No 33
sotto - 35-45 Mdal E. coli Yes 24,34-36
subtoxic us - 56 Mdal E. coli No 24,32
entomocidus - - E. coli - 53
aizawai HD-133 N.R. E. coli No 37

IPL7 51 Mdal E. coli Yes 38
IC1 110 Mdal E. coli No 39
7-29 45 Mdal E. coli Yes 24,32,51,54,55

Toxic to diptera 
(mosquitocidal protein)

israelensis HD567-61-9 72-75 Mdal B. subì il is,
B. megaterium

No 40

4Q2-72 72-75 Mdal E. coli Partial 41
IPS 78 72-75 Mdal E. coti,

B. subì His
Yes 42-43

ONR60A 72-75 Mdal E. coli,
B. sublilis

Yes 19,52,56
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Subspecies
Strain

designation Location1 2 3 Host
Sequence
reported Reference4

IPS 78

(26-28 Kdal protein) 

72-75 Mdal E. coli, Yes 44-46

4Q2-72
B. subtilis

72-75 Mdal B. subtilis No 47
IPS 84(1884) N.R. E. coli Yes 48
N.R. N.R. E. coli No 49
N.R. N.R. Blue-green alga - (anonymous)

morrisoni PG14

(26-28 Kdal protein) 

74 Mdal E. coli Yes 50

aizawai IC1

(mosqui tocidal protein) 

110 Mdal E.coli No 39

tenebrionis

Toxic to coleóptera 

90 Mdal E. coli, Yes 40-42

san diego _
P.ftuorescens 

N.R. E. coli Yes 1,40

1Masses indicated are for plasmids
2chr -  chromosomal DNA.
3N.R. = not reported.
References: 1. Hofteet al., 1986; 2. Klieret al., 1982; 3. Klier and Rapoport, 1984; 4. Lereclus et al., 1984; 5. 
Mahillonetal., 1985;6.Mahillonetal., 1987; 7. Wabikoetal.,1986; 8. Kronslad andWhiteley, 1986; 9. Whiteley 
etal., 1985; 10. Honigman et al., 1986; 11. Adang et al., 1987b; 12. Geiser etal., 1986; 13. Held etal., 1982; 
14. Kondo et al., 1987; 15. Schncpf and Whiteley, 1981; 16. Schnepf and Whiteley, 1985; 17. Schnepf et al., 
1985; 18. Shivakumaretal., 1986; 19. Thome etal., 1986; 20. Whiteley etal., 1984; 21. Wong et al., 1983; 22. 
Barton etal., 1987; 23.Fischoff etal., 1987; 24. Klier etal., 1985; 25. Obukowiczetal., 1986a; 26. Obukowicz 
etal., 1987; 27. Watrud etal., 1985; 28. Anonymous, 1987; 29. Adang etal., 1985; 30. Adang etal., 1987a; 31. 
Kronstad and Whiteley, 1984; 32. Lereclus et al., 1985; 33. McLindcn et al., 1985; 34. Kronstad etal., 1983; 
35. Shibano et al., 1985; 36. Whiteley et al., 1981; 37, Chak and Ellar, 1987; 38. Oeda et al., 1987; 39. Haider 
et al., 1987; 40. Sekar and Carlton, 1985; 4L Angsuthanasombat et al., 1987; 42. Ward and Ellar, 1987; 43. 
Ward and Elar, 1988; 44. Ward etal., 1984; 45. Ward and Ellar, 1986; 46. Ward etal., 1986; Bourgouin et al., 
1986; 48. Waalwijk etal., 1985; 49. McLean and Whiteley, 1987; 50. Earp and Ellar, 1987; 51. Lecadetet al., 
1988; 52. Sen et al., 1988; 53. Visser et al., 1988; 54. Sanchis et al., 1988; 55. Sanchis et al., 1989; 56. Donovan 
et al., 1988a; 57. Donovan et al., 1988b

crystal inclusions of B. thuringiensis subspecies kurstaki, thuringiensis, kenyae, and tolworthi (Hall 
et al., 1977; Yamamoto and McLaughlin, 1981; Yamamoto, 1983). In one report only the toxin 
proteins of morrisoni PG-14 have been demonstrated to exhibit immunological relatedness to B. 
thuringiensis subsp. israelensis (Ellar et al., 1985). Sekar (1987) using a cloned gene encoding the 
mosquitocidal 130 Kdal protein of B. thuringiensis Subsp. israelensis as a probe, found that the 
crystal toxin genes of B. thuringiensis subsp. ky us hue ns is and morrisoni PG-14 shared homology 
to the crystal toxin gene of B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis, while the mosquitocidal genes of B. 
thuringiensis subspecies colmeri and kurstaki did not exhibit any homology. Hybridization studies 
using the clones B . thuringiensis subsp. israelensis 26-28 Kdal crystal protein gene as a probe against
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morrisoni PG -14 demonstrated that the coding region o f the subspecies morrisoni PG-14 gene was 
highly homologous to the subspecies israelensis 26-28 Kdal toxin gene, and the gene product 
expressed in E. coli cross-reacted with an\i-israelensis 26-28 Kdal toxin serum (Earp and Ellar, 
1987).

Cloning and expression of the coleopteran-killing crystal protein genes (subspecies tene- 
brionis/san diego) have revealed that, unlike the 130 Kdal protein toxin genes of the lepidoptera- 
killing strains of B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki, the coleopteran-killing insecticidal crystals (which 
are “chicklet" or wafer shaped as opposed to bipyramidal-shaped) harbor an insecticidal 64-68 Kdal 
protein (Hermsladt et al., 1987; Sekar et al., 1987). Only limited regional homology with the 
lepidopteran-killing anddipteran-killing toxins have been found (Sekar et al., 1987). Working with 
B. thuringiensis subsp. san diego, Hermstadt et al. (1987) have found that there are short stretches 
of exact homology existing throughout the amino acid sequences of the lepidopteran, dipteran and 
coleopteran protoxins. Further, based on the deduced amino acid sequence, they calculated that the 
coleopteran-killing toxin is synthesized as a 73 Kdal precursor that is processed to about 65 Kdal 
prior to incoiporalion into the crystalline inclusion (Hermstadt et al., 1986). It is also known that 
neither the C-terminal half of the 130 Kdal lepidopteran-killing protoxinnor the hemolytic/cytolytic 
26-28 Kdal protein of B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis have homology with B. thuringiensis subsp. 
san diego (Hermstadt et al., 1987; Waalwijk et al., 1985).

B. thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis insecticidal protein crystals consist of a major protein about 
66 Kdal in mass. It appears to be also processed from a predicted 72 Kdal protein based on analysis 
of the cloned gene. Also, the toxin gene appears to be naturally truncated because it lacks the 
C-terminal fragment present in most other entomocidal protein toxins of B. thuringiensis (Hofte et 
al., 1987; McPherson et al., 1988; Sekar et al., 1987). There seems to be virtually no difference 
between B. thuringiensis subspp. tenebrionis and fan diego.

Chromosomal protoxin gene sequences apparently are present in some subspecies o f B. thurin
giensis (see Table 2). Probe analysis using the cloned B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-1 gene 
seem to indicate a chromosomal location inB. thuringiensis subsp. dendrolimus (Klier et al., 1982), 
subspecies wuhanensis (Kronstad et al., 1983), and subspecies finitim us (harbors a gene encoding 
a 135 Kdal protein unrelated to the other protein toxin genes oiB . thuringiensis (Debro et al., 1986). 
There is also a cryptic chromosomal gene in /i. thuringiensis subsp. thuringiensis (Berliner 1715) 
that possesses sequence homology to an active plasmid gene as well as to the B. thuringiensis subsp. 
kurstaki HD-1 toxin protein gene (Klier et al. 1982). Held et al. (1982) cloned a fragment o f the 
chromosomal DNA gene of B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-1 into a Charon phage which was 
toxic; the gene seems to be cryptic since plasmic cured derivatives were nontoxic.

Cloning and expression of the entomocidal protein toxin genes into P.Jluorescens, C. xyli and 
A. tume/aciens (Adang et al., 1987a; Anonymous, 1987; Fischkoff et al,, 1987; McPherson et al., 
1988; Obukowicz, 1986a,b, 1987; Watrud et al., 1985) have been aligned with research efforts at 
increasing the efficacy and persistance of the toxin for field use. For further details of the protein 
toxin cloning investigations the reader is referred to the numerous cited papers and to the discussions 
in thfe reviews of Carlton and Gonzalez (1985b), Whiteley and Schnepf (1986), Whiteley et al. 
(1982), Dean (1984), Aronson et al, 1986), and Andrews et al. (1987).

NUCLEOTIDE AND DEDUCED AMINO ACID SEQUENCES AND PROTOXIN SUBDOMAINS ARE 
KNOWN AND HAVE BEEN COMPARED BETWEEN SUBSPECIES OF LEPIDOPTERAN- 

DIPTERAN- AND COLEOPTERAN-KILLING SUBSPECIES OF BACILLUS THURINGIENSIS

Partial or complete DNA and deduced amino acid sequences have been reported for the insecticidal 
crystal protein genes from 13 strains and isolates of B. thuringiensis subspecies thuringiensis, 
kurstaki, sotto, aizawai, israelensis, morrisoni, entomocidus tenebrionis, and san diego (see Table 
2). In several reports there are indications that only a portion of the protoxin gene is required to code
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for insecticidal activity (Adangetal., 1985; Schnepf and Whiteley, 1985; Wabikoetal,, 1985,1986; 
Visser et al., 1988; Sanchis et al., 1989; Donovan et al., 1988a,b; Sen et al., 1988; Lecadet et al., 
1988; Sanchis et al., 1988). For example, sequential deletion subclones of the protoxin gene of a 
lepidopteran-killing strain (berliner 1715) of B. thuringiensis subsp. thuringiensis were constructed 
and analyzed by immunoassay and toxicity determinations (Wabiko et al., 1986). The results 
revealed that only the N-terminal segment, constituting 53% of the protoxin and corresponding to 
a 68 Kdal protein, was required for insecticidal activity comparable to that o f the native protoxin. 
When the truncated protoxin lost antigenicity, toxicity was also lost. This N-terminal segment 
appears to be composed of three subdomains: a relatively hydrophobic domain (residues 1 to 279), 
a variable domain (residues 280 to 460), and the toxic boundary domain (residues 461 to 614). The 
entire 3,778 base pair (bp) DNA sequence of the insecticidal protoxin gene coding sequence and 
flanking regions encoded a protoxin of 1,155 amino acids and had a calculated mass o f 130,615 
dal tons.

Wabiko et al. (1986) found than an amino-terminal 612 amino acid protein was toxic but a 603 
amino acid protein was not toxic in bioassays. Ninety percent of the amino acid residues were 
homologous to the protoxins o f B. thuringiensis subspecies kurstaki HD-l-Dipel and sot to. The 
differences occurred both in the amino-terminal half (toxic portion) and in the C-terminal half and 
were clustered in several regions.

Wabiko et al. (1986) from a comparative analyses o f B. thuringiensis subspecies thuringiensis 
(berliner 1715) kurstaki HD-1 and HD-73, and sotto proposed a model whereby the protoxin 
molecule is divided into distinct structural and functional domains that may be respsonsible for the 
differences in specific toxicities and spectra of insect host range among the subspecies. Amino acid 
residues 36-38 in the relatively hydrophobic domain were entirely conserved among the subspecies 
[it has been suggested that this region may be involved in interactions with the midgut membrane 
of susceptible insects (Schnepf et al., 1985)]. Wabiko et al. (1986) contend it is likely the amino 
acid differences in residues 280-460 that contribute to the variability in specific toxicity among the 
protoxins and, possibly, to the spectra of insect host ranges. The toxic boundary domain was 
extremely conserved among B. thuringiensis subspecies thuringiensis (berliner 1715), kurstaki 
HD-l-Dipel, andso/fo and was predicted to be entirely alpha-helical at thecarboxyl end. This domain 
may be responsible for maintaining the structural and functional integrity of the insecticidal toxin 
because of the loss of this boundary resulted in the loss of toxicity as well as immunoreactivity.

One exception to the structural patterns characterized for the three subspecies and noted by 
Wabiko et al. (1986) was in the comparison of the primary DNA sequence for subspecies kurstaki 
HD-73. The strain is more toxic to Heliothis tea  (cotton bud worm) than subspecies kurstaki 
HD-l-Dipel, whereas subspecies kurstaki HD-l-Dipel is more toxic to Trichoplusia ni (cabbage 
looper) (Dulmage, 1981). The DNA of B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-73 is 85% homologous 
to that o f subspecies thuringiensis (berliner 1715) and subspecies kurstaki HD-l-Dipel. B. thurin
giensis subsp. kurstaki HD-73 exhibited little conservation in the boundary domain when compared 
to the other two strains (berliner 1715, HD-l-Dipel) and the functional integrity of the toxic portion 
of the molecule'was less than the protoxin as evidenced by its depressed toxicity (Adang et al., 1985). 
This suggested that the C-terminal segment of the protoxin is necessary for optimum toxic activity 
in B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-73. There was a 26 consecutive amino acid insert in 
subspecies kurstaki HD-l-Dipel, sotto, and kurstaki HD-73 that was absent in subspecies thurin
giensis (berliner 1715) (Wabiko et al., 1986). When comparing B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki 
HD-l-Dipel, the protoxin gene showed 99% homology to subspecies sotto, 91% to subspecies 
thuringiensis (berliner 1715) and 85% to subspecies kurstaki HD-73 (Andrews et al., 1987). The 
differences that existed among these genes were manifested in base changes and gaps that were 
clustered in several areas along the genes rather than being randomly dispersed. Most of the gaps 
occurred within the C-terminal halves.

Overall, the N-terminal halves of the protoxins are principally hydrophobic, whereas, the
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carboxy-terminat halves are primarily hydrophilic and the majority o f cysteine and lysine residues 
and a few o f the methionine residues are harbored in the C-terminal half o f the protein. Structural 
and functional analysis of the sequence of the cloned protein toxin gene from B. thuringiensis subsp. 
thuringiensis (berliner 1715) by Hofte et al. (1986) and comparison of the deduced amino acid 
sequence with subspecies kurstaki HD-l-Dipel, kurstaki HD-73 and sot to led these investigators to 
propose that homologous recombination between the différait toxin genes had occurred during 
evolution. Work by Geiser et al. ( 1986) on the hypervariable region in the genes coding for the toxin 
of kurhd  1 gene of B. ihuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-1, and the work of Thome et al. (1986) on 
the "5.3 kb” toxin gene of kurstaki HD-1, strengthen the possibility that extensive recombination 
activities occur between the different genes.

Recently, Oeda et al. (1987) found that the nucleotide sequence of B. ihuringiensis subsp. aizawai 
1PL7 toxin gene, when compared with the subspecies ihuringiensis (berliner 1715) toxin gene, only 
had 8 nucleotide changes (99.8% homologous) in the coding regions and therefore are more closely 
related to each other than to subspecies kurstaki (90.8% homologous). The nucleotide sequence 
upstream from the initiation codon of theR. ihuringiensis subspecies aizawaiW Ul gene (nucleotides 
-1  to -156) contained a putative ribosome-binding site which was completely identical to the 
subspecies ihuringiensis (berliner 1715) gene. A large hairpin structure (transcription terminator) 
was also conserved in the 3'-flanking region of both genes.

Comparison of the toxin gene sequences of B. ihuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-1 with sequences 
for the two contiguous genes of subsp. israelensis by Thome et al. (1986) revealed two regions of 
strong homology, although the DNA homologies were not located in the structural genes. In B. 
ihuringiensis subsp. kurstaki the gene homology lay approximately 70 to 100 bases upstream from 
the start point for translation while the position of the homology in the putative subspecies israelensis 
control region was approximately 80 bp upstream from the probable point of translation. There was 
limited homology between the structural gene sequences of the two subspecies at the nucleotide 
level, but there were similarities in the deduced amino acid sequences in three regions. The gene 
product of the B. ihuringiensis subsp. israelensis cloned gene in 5 . subtilis had a molecular size of 
about 58 Kdal that is likely the result of processing from a 72 Kdal mosquitocidal protein (when 
cloned inE. colt).

Thome et al. (1986) found no homology between the deduced amino acid sequence of the 
mosquitocidal toxin and the sequence of the 26-28 Kdal toxin and the restriction map bears no 
resemblance to the 26-28 Kdal protein gene clone described by Waalwijk et al. (1985). As 
mentioned, Thome et al. (1986) found DNA sequence homology between the region immediately 
upstream from the open reading frame of the cloned B. ihuringiensis subsp. israelensis gene and the 
promoter recognition sequences for the subspecies kurstakW D-1  toxin gene (1986). The homology 
was described as consistent with the common pattern of regulation of the two toxin genes. It appears 
that there is some structure/functional conservation between the lepidopteran- and-dipteran killing 
B. ihuringiensis.

Angsulhanasombat et al. (1987) partially sequenced the 130 Kdal mosquitocidal protein gene of 
B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis (4Q2-72) and found no significant homology with the toxin genes 
of subspecies kurstaki HD-l-Dipel, thuringiensis (berliner 1715), sotto, and the 26-28 Kdal 
israelensis gene. However, some homologies in both regulatory and coding sequences were observed 
with the 72 Kdal toxin gene sequenced by Thome et al. (1986). The Shrine-Dalgamo region of 
nucleotides (sequences used by ribosomes to initiate protein synthesis) was identical. The coding 
regions from nucleotide bases 163-177 and 196-252 coded for 20 identical amino acids suggesting 
that this region is highly conserved. Also, there were no significant homologies in other regions, 
and Thome et al. (1986) suggested that the 72 Kdal protein gene is not part of the 130 Kdal protein 
gene reported by Angsuthanasmobatet al. (1987). Ward and Ellar (1987) also reported the nucleotide 
sequence of a strain of B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis (IPS78) encoding a 130 Kdal protein toxin 
and found considerable differences in the N-teiminal region from the sequence reported by
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Angsulhanasombatet al. (1987), although it was almost identical with the corresponding C-terminal 
portions.

The nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequence of the 26-28 Kdal protein shows it to behighly 
hydrophobic whichis consistent with the postulated cytolytic mechanism o f action (Ward and Ellar, 
1986). Earp and Ellar (1987) have also determined the nucleotide sequence of the gene encoding a 
27 Kdal crystal protein from B. thuringiensis subsp. morrisoni PGM. The nucleotide sequence of 
the gene was highly homologous to the5 . thuringiensis subsp. israelensis HD-l-Dipel protein; gene 
and the gene product (expressed in E. coll) showed cross-reaction with anti-israelensis 26-28 Kdal 
toxin serum as mentioned previously. A single nucleotide base-pair difference (G replacing C) that 
results in an alanine residue in B. thuringiensis subsp. morrisoni PGM rather than the proline found 
in subspecies israelensis was the basic difference. There were no "silent” substitutions, and 
downstream regions, including the inverted repeat sequences present, were conserved.

Nucleotide sequences for the coleopteran-killing subspecies of B. thuringiensis (tenebrionis and 
san die go) also have been reported, hi B. thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis a 1,932 nucleotide bp 
open reading frame with a coding capacity of 73,119 dal was sequenced (Sekar et al., 1987). 
Transcription of the crystal protein toxin is initiated 130 base pairs upstream from the translational 
start site ATG codon during both early and midsporulation states and is similar to reports for the 
26-28 Kdal gene of B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis (Waalwijket al., 1985; Ward and Ellar, 1986; 
Ward et al., 1986). However, Sekar et al. (1987) noted that it contrasts with the results of Wong et 
al. (1983) who found two different initiation sites in # . thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-1 during 
early and midsporulation stages, but only a single site in the exponential and stationary stages of E. 
coli containing the toxin gene. Additionally, some homology (5bp out of 8 for the -3 5  region and 
4 out of 8 for the -1 0  region) exists for the PB1 promoter of B. thuringiensis subsp. israelensis and 
the BT1 promoter o f subspecies kurstaki. Sekar et al. (1987) also reported that the B. thuringiensis 
subsp. tenebrionis protein crystal gene has an A+T rich region upstream from the site o f RNA 
initiation and that similar A+T rich regions are located prior to the B. thuringiensis subspecies 
israelensis and kurstaki toxin genes. Transcription starts approximately 170 bp upstream from the 
initiation ATG and a consensus E. coli -1 0  promoter region (TATAAT) is located near this start 
site. B. thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis contains only a single crystal protein gene in contrast to 
subspecies kurstaki HD-1(80). An inverted repeat beyond the 3' end of the gene was identified.

Using computer analysis Sekar et al. (1987) found a 50.2% DNA homology between the B. 
thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis gene and the 5' 1,827 nucleotide of the 3,537 nucleotide of 
subspecies kurstaki HD-73 gene. When the amino acid sequences of the two protein regions were 
aligned, all matches occurred between the complete#, thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis protein and 
the N-terminal 609 amino acids o f the subspecies kurstaki HD-73 protein. Sekar et al. (1987) point 
out that it is this region of the#, thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki HD-73 protein that contains the active 
60 Kdal toxin. There is 22.7% homology in this region and from amino acid 106 to 382 (33.0% 
homology) and from amino acid 451 to 644 (22.4% homology), the # . thuringiensis subsp. 
tenebrionis protein is similar to the corresponding residues in the protein toxin region of the 
subspecies kurstaki HD-73 protein gene. Sekar et al. (1987) additionally noted that after a 33-amino 
acid gap is inserted at the start of the B. thuringiensis subsp,. kurstaki HD-73 sequence, residues 
67-94 o f the subspecies tenebrionis protein align with residues 35-70 o f the subsp. kurstaki HD-73 
protein. These regions have similar hydropathy with a possible functional role predicted for this 
region of the#, thuringiensis subsp. kurstakiU D -l toxin protein.

McPherson et al. (1988) and Hofte et al. (1987) have also reported sequences of the # . 
thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis protein toxin gene. The cloned gene reported by the latter inves
tigators encodes a protein with mass of 72 Kdal. The protein shows limited regional amino acid 
homology with the lepidopteran-killing protein toxins. The gene cloned into#, coli or P.fluorescens 
by McPherson et al. (1988) contained two functional translation initiation codons in the same reading 
frame which allowed for the production of both the full length protein toxin and an N-teiminal
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truncated form (the gene was engineered to produce both the proteins separately). A region of DNA  
approximately 70 bp upstream of the translational initiation site, which is highly conserved among 
lepidopteran-killing protein genes and found in a mosquitocidal active gene (Thome et al., 1986), 
is absent in the B. thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis gene. McPherson et al. (1988) noted that the 
amino acid homology exhibited between subspecies tenebrionis and kurstaki HD-1 resembles 
similar comparisons between the mosquitocidal protein gene and the subspecies kurstaki HD-1 gene 
(Thome et al., 1986). They also noted that the homology between5 . thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis 
and subspecies kurstaki HD-1 is limited to the N-terminal half of the subspecies kurstaki HD-1 
protein (Fischkoff et al., 1987).

Finally, the nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of B. thuringiensis subsp. san diego 
also showed limited regional homology with both lepidopteran- and dipteran-killing protein toxins 
(Hermstadt et al., 1987). Amino acid sequence alignment revealed some homologies existing in the 
protein toxins of B. thuringiensis subspecies san diego, israelensis and kurstaki HD-1. Hermstadt 
et al. (1987) noted that there were 220 identities out of 582 possible amino acid matches between 
residues o f B. thuringiensis subsp. san diego and subspecies kurstakiU D -\, and 207 out o f 588 with 
subspecies israelensis, supporting the contention that the sequences are distantly related. One region 
of short stretches of exact homology had 17 o f 20 exact amino acid matches for B. thuringiensis 
subsp. san diego and subspecies kurstaki HD-1. One sequence within the latter stretch started at 
amino acid 281, 291, or 236 respectively for san diego, israelensis or kurstaki, and was an exact 
match for all published sequences of the insecticidal crystal protein, with the exception of the 26-28  
Kdal hemolytic/cytolytic toxin of subspecies israelensis.

As with B. thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis, neither the C-terminal half of the 130 Kdal 
lepidopteran-killing protein nor the cytolytic 26-28 Kdal subsp. israelensis protein (Waalwijk et 
al., 1985) had homology with the subspecies san diego toxin. Conservation of N-terminal 
hydrophi lie and hydrophobic regions were also noted (Hermstadt et al., 1987) with a region spanning 
200 residues in the N-terminal half of the B. thuringiensis subsp. san diego protein toxin matching 
comparable regions in the subspecies kurstaki HD-1 130 Kdal protein and the cloned subspecies 
israelensis 72-Kdal protein (Thome et al., 1986). This conservation of certain nucleotides among 
the different subspecies of B. thuringiensis suggests further that there was likely a common origin 
for the lepidopteran, dipteran, and coleopteran protein toxins. Hermstadt et al. (1987) postulate, 
therefore, that this region is involved with the toxic mechanism rather than with specificity. We can 
detect no differences between the deduced amino acid sequences of the subspecies san diego and 
subspecies tenebrionis protein toxins reported by the investigations of Sekar et al. (1987) and 
Hermstadt et al. (1987),

In spite of the accumulated data, the protein features that lead to the different insecticidal spectra 
of action of the crystal protein toxins are not clear. Indeed, Widner and Whiteley (1989) have recently 
demonstrated that two highly related insecticidal crystal proteins of B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki 
possess different host range specificities 1

POSSIDLE REGULATORY MECHANISMS OF INSECTICIDAL CRYSTAL 
PROTEIN GENE EXPRESSION HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED

Normal synthesis of the insecticidal crystal protoxin in B. thuringiensis is apparently a sporulation- 
specific event because the time of appearance of the parasporal crystal and spore overlaps and they 
are formed in close proximity to each other. It is also known that the insecticidal crystal protein is 
related to the spore-coat protein since relatively large amounts of the protein toxin are present in the 
spore coat (Faust and Bulla, 1982). Although acrystalliferous strains do form spores, the spores are 
not as heat or solvent resistant as crystalliferous isolates (Aronson et al., 1982; Bechtel and Bulla, 
1976). Also, in other spore forming bacteria the synthesis of spore-coat proteins is a sporulation-
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specific event. Parasporal crystal toxin antigen appears in the cells during spomlation stages III to 
IV and cells in the logarithmic phase or in the early stages of spomlation do not contain the crystal 
toxin antigen (Aronson et al., 1982; Klier et al., 1983). Crystal toxin antigens begin to appear in the 
vegetative cells at approximately 4 hr after the onset of spomlation and corresponds closely with 
the appearance of the crystal inclusion (Klier et al., 1983).

Presumably, synthesis of the insecticidal crystal protein is controlled at the level of transcription; 
activation of transcription and translation seems to be closely coupled to protoxin synthesis and 
accumulation. Studies with 5 . thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki have demonstrated that crystal toxin- 
specific mRNA is present only in spomlating cells and only during periods when de novo crystal 
protein synthesis is in process (Andrews et al., 1982), Similar findings were obtained with B. 
thuringiensis subsp. israelensis. The vegetative mRNA fromfl. thuringiensis has a half-life of about 
2 minutes, whereas the protein toxin-specific mRNA has a half-life of 11 to 13 minutes (Andrews 
et al., 1982). Wong et al. (1983) used S 1 nuclease mapping to show that one peak of RNAhydridizing 
to a cloned crystal gene occurred between 1.5 and 4 hours after the onset o f spomlation and that 
another burst of crystal toxin-specific mRNA could be detected at about T6 (Jarrell, 1985). Wong 
et al. (1983) have also demonstrated that the cloned toxin gene from subspecies kurstaki HD-1 
contains -1 0  and -35  regions that are highly homologous to a spomlation-specific promoter of B. 
subtilis. Klier et al. (1983) have shown that these same regions o f the cloned crystal toxin gene are 
recognized by a spomlation-specific RNA polymerase. Two forms of RNA polymerase have been 
reported in spomlating cells of B. thuringiensis: form I contains the apparently modified RNA 
polymerase, whereas form II does not; form II of theenzyme is probably responsible for the synthesis 
of the stable mRNA fraction, 40% of which is likely crystal toxin-specific mRNA (Klier and Lecadet, 
1976; Klier et al., 1983).

Regulation probably involves a number of factors such as gene dosage, unique promoter 
sequences, sigma submits, etc. (Aronson et al., 1986). Specific sigma factors are responsible for 
directing RNA polymerase to specific promoters. The expression of the cloned toxin genes in E. 
coli is low with only about 1% production o f what is produced in parental isolates (20 to 30% of the 
total protein of the sporangium). In spomlating B. subtilis cells the clone of the B. thuringiensis 
subsp. thuringiensis (berliner 1715) toxin gene produced only about 10% of the parental isolate. 
Plasmid curing and transfer experiments have implicated several B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki 
HD-1 cryptic plasmids in regulation. Also, a B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki strain HD-1-9 produced 
crystal protein toxin only at 25*C, although it could spomlate well at both 25 and 32*C (Minnich 
and Aronson, 1984). Similar results were obtained with a B. cereus transcipient containing a 98-Mdal 
plasmid harboring the crystal gene of B. thuringiensis subsp. finitimus. Therefore, even though the 
nucleotide sequences of the regulatory regions may be identical, the different expression in B. cereus 
transcipients indicates that other factors (e.g., plasmid encoded determinants) may be involved 
(Aronson et al., 1986). Conditional synthesis of crystal toxin in certain strains of subspecies kurstaki 
HD-1 have implied that regulation of crystal toxin synthesis may involve physiological factors not 
required for spomlation (Aronson et al., 1986). There is probably regulatory signals specific for 
crystal toxin synthesis.

A comparison between the promoter of the plasmid encoded toxin protein gene (101) and the 
promoter o f the spo VG spomlation gene (Moran et al., 1981), which shows considerable homology, 
has been discussed by Dean (1984) in his review. Dean (1984) noted that like the spo VG gene there 
seems to be two separate transcriptional start sites from the same regulatory area which may account 
for the “copious" production o f crystal toxin protein. The abundant synthesis of the crystal protein 
has been reported to be due in part to mRNA stability by Petit-Glatron andRapoport (1975). Deletion 
of the terminator region of the crystal protein gene markedly decreases the amount of crystal protein 
antigen expressed inE. coli, while fusion of the terminator to the 3' end of a gene with such a deletion 
increases the expression (Whiteley et al., 1987). Wong and Chang (1985) obtained similar results 
by fusing a crystal protein gene terminator to the 3' end of several genes cloned into E. coli and B.
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sub tills. Whiteley et al. (1987) postulated that increased expression could be the result of an increase 
in mRNA half-life.

Wong et al. (1983) demonstrated that the crystal protein gene is transcribed from two temporally 
regulated, overlapping promoters (Btl and BtH). Transcription is initiated in E. coli from a start site 
located between the two B. thuringiensis start sites. Probably two different sigma factors are involved 
in the transcription (Whiteley et al., 1987). Whiteley et al. (1987) have recently isolated an RNA 
polymerase from sporulating B. thuringiensis cells which contains a new sigma subunit of about 35 
Kdal. The polymerase can initiate RNA synthesis in vitro from the Btl start site (Whiteley et al., 
1987).

In summary the regulatory mechanism and expression of the insecticidal crystal protein gene 
probably is dependent on transcription by one or more specific RNA polymerases. Expression also 
may be regulated or influenced by physiological factors, sporulation-regulated factors, plasmid 
determinants, efficient ribosome binding sites, influence of the gene terminator, and/or gene dosage.
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